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Visual Analysis
1.0 Description of the Project
Legacy Ridge at Highland Mills, LLC (the “Project Sponsor”) has proposed a cluster
subdivision (“Legacy Ridge”) in the northern section of the Town of Woodbury, Orange
County, New York. The property involved in the Project Sponsor’s rezoning petition and the
proposal to develop Legacy Ridge is located between the NYS Thruway and Smith Clove
Road, on both sides of Trout Brook Road; see the Aerial Photo, Map 1.0. The property has
frontage on Smith Clove Road and Trout Brook Road, which provide access to the proposed
project. The properties are contiguous lots and are known on the Town of Woodbury Tax
Maps as 3-1-11, 3-1-12.5 and 7-3-55.
The development is proposed to have the following features:
•
•
•
•
•
•

A gated, upscale community with private roads, thereby minimizing impacts on the
Town budget while maximizing property values and the tax base;
Central water and sewer services to allow clustering of the housing to the greatest
extent practicable, reducing land disturbance and clearing while maintaining
significant external buffers.
Upgrades to existing water and sewage accomplished by the Project Sponsor at no
cost to the Town or residents in the districts
Preservation of large tracts of open space on the parcel and clustering development
on the parcel.
A Homeowners’ Association to maintain the commonly held facilities, lands and
amenities.
Community center for recreational and social use by residents of the development

The site access will be staffed full-time at the gate to provide security, allow immediate
access to emergency vehicles, if necessary, and help provide guide delivery and other nonresident vehicles. An ‘escape’ turn-around will be provided at the gatehouse to allow orderly
diversion of traffic not allowed within the development.
The interior road layout will be privately constructed by the Project Sponsor, and then owned
and maintained by a Home Owners Association (HOA). Tree plantings, landscaping and
roadway lighting will be provided to create an attractive layout.
The topography undulates across the site peaking at knolls. On the southern parcel, the
site’s low point along Trout Brook Road varies from 380 feet to 400 feet above msl (mean
sea level), and rises along two ridges that run north/south along the parcel. The ridge to the
west peaks at 820 feet above msl, the ridge to the east peaks 780 feet above msl before
dropping off to a wetland in the southeast corner of the parcel. The northern parcel, along
Trout Brook Road, rises from 380 feet above msl to approximately 900 feet above msl at the
highest point.
The parcel is currently occupied by a residential dwelling with associated barns and other
out buildings. These buildings are located in the southeast corner of the site. The site is
predominantly deciduous forest, with rock outcrops and some wetland areas.
The surrounding area is generally residential. The parcels directly to the east of the site
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contain areas belonging to West Point Military Academy and are currently vacant.
The vegetation in the surrounding areas consists of primary growth forest (tree heights to
approximately 60-70 feet), secondary growth forest (tree heights to approximately 30-40
feet) mapped wetlands, structures such as residential houses, and the surrounding
roadways.
The purpose of this visual study is to identify potential environmental impacts, if any,
associated with the proposed project.
2.0 VISUAL ANALYSIS PROTOCOL
A change in the visual nature of the site is an inevitable impact and characteristic of
converting an undeveloped parcel of land to residential subdivision. The purpose of
conducting an evaluation of visual resources is to objectively demonstrate the current
visibility of the site from specific nodes in the surrounding environment and to apply the
anticipated visual impacts of the proposed project to the existing situation.
An identification of areas of visual concern in the surrounding area was conducted, in
conjunction with the Town of Woodbury Consulting Planner.
In order to determine potential places of visual impacts, viewshed analyses were conducted.
The ArcGIS version 9.0 “3D Analyst” extension was used to perform the analysis. Elevation
data in a 5 mile radius was obtained from the USGS National Elevation Dataset (NED)
website and projected to the New York State Plane East NAD1983 ft coordinate system and
the viewsheds were calculated. Areas highlighted in yellow represent areas which would be
visible from the specified locations on the Legacy Ridge site (see Maps 2.0 thru 6.0). The
results of the viewshed analyses were then overlaid onto the USGS Quads. These
viewshed analyses show a representation of where, within the 5 mile radius, differing
portions of the project site can be seen based on topographic features. The five Viewshed
Analyses took into consideration views to specific areas of the site, such as the top of the
ridgeline, as well as points along the boundary of the site. Vegetation will provide additional
screening from these areas.
With the viewshed analyses results illustrated, it was then necessary to determine
representative key visual receptors which may be impacted when the project is undertaken.
Three criteria were used to select these visual receptors as described below. Each visual
receptor location was then labeled as a key viewpoint (see Viewpoint Location Map 7.0).
The following represents the selection criteria:
•
•
•

The first selection criterion was a requirement that the viewpoint have good visibility
of the development. This criterion is based on topography and sensitive geographic
location with respect to the project site.
The second selection criterion was a requirement that the viewpoint have a
reasonably high frequency of viewers and/or a long view duration by a viewer at the
viewpoint.
The third selection criterion was a requirement that the viewer at each viewpoint
potentially benefit from the existing visual quality from the viewpoint. For example,
people who might benefit from the quality of a view might include travelers along the
NYS Thruway or NYS Route 32.
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Based on these three selected criteria, sixteen key viewpoints were identified, as shown on
the attached Viewpoint Location Map (Map 7.0). These viewpoints were identified by use of
topographic mapping to identify where views of the development may or may not be
expected to be visible, and by locating views within the immediate vicinity of the project site.
The sixteen viewpoints include five foreground viewpoints, nine middleground and three
background viewpoints.
Foreground viewpoints are locations within the immediate proximity to the viewed object.
These views are characterized by an ability to clearly identify details and scale relative to
human proportions.
Middleground viewpoints range in distance from a viewed object of a few thousand feet from
the viewpoint. On clear days, details can usually be made out; however, scale relative to
human proportions is often difficult to clearly comprehend.
The viewshed from
middleground viewpoints is generally broad enough to include many dominant objects in the
landscape in addition to the object being evaluated.
Background viewpoints are viewpoints typically located at such a distance from the object
being evaluated that the views are characterized by a noticeable graying or flattening of
colors and reduced detail due to atmospheric conditions and distance. Details are difficult to
make out and scale is proportional only to other large, adjacent objects. Human scale
elements such as cars, benches, people, etc. appear very small and without clear definition.
Once the viewpoints were selected, each viewpoint was examined in the field to determine
representative locations from which to photograph the proposed project site. From each
location a photograph was taken using an Olympus D-550 Digital Camera. A 55mm lens
was used to photograph the site from these locations. The 55mm lens was selected as it
most closely replicates the lens quality of the human eye. The camera was held at standing
height (approximately 5 feet above ground surface).
Photographs were taken on April 22, 2005. Weather conditions provided good visibility for
photographs. The atmosphere was clear and partly cloudy.
In order to simulate the proposed dwellings of the subdivision onto the photographs, it was
necessary to identify, from each of the critical receptors, the height of the proposed
structures. The height of the proposed dwellings was determined in accordance with the
Town of Woodbury Zoning Code. The Town of Woodbury Zoning Code, Chapter 310,
Schedule of District Regulations, 35 feet. Photo simulations were completed using an
assumed building height of 35 feet.
Bright red chloroprene balloons were flown with 1/4" nylon braided tethers and raised for
visibility of the site. The balloons were inflated to a diameter of 5'and placed in predetermined representative locations across the project area, (See Map 8.0). The two
balloons placed in the northern corners of the project area were raised to a height of
approximately 100 feet, a height above the existing tree used as a reference point of the site
location. The southern balloon location was raised to a height of 30 feet, as the balloon
location had open areas with no vegetation. Photographs were then taken from each of the
critical receptors using the balloons as a reference for locating the site.
The balloons were raised at between 9:00 am and 11:00 pm on the morning of April 22,
2005. From approximately 11:00 am to approximately 3:00 pm, the weather conditions were
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sunny, clear with little wind, and the balloons flew horizontally with little sway. Photographs
of the balloons were taken from each of the viewpoints.
Geographic Information Systems (GIS) technology was used to create a 3-dimensional
representation of the proposed development and the surrounding environment, including
topography, trees, roads, and buildings. The height of the proposed dwellings was
determined in accordance with the Town of Woodbury Zoning Code. The Town of
Woodbury Zoning Code, Chapter 310, Schedule of District Regulations, 35 feet. The GIS
model was constructed with a building height of 30 feet to the top of the roof ridgeline.
Subsequently, GIS was used to take “snapshots” of the model of the proposed project from
the viewpoints at which photographs were taken. The proposed dwellings were then
simulated onto the photographs using the GIS model for placement of the buildings and
other amenities of the proposed development. The photosimulation process was completed
using Abode Photoshop 6.0 Software to locate the proposed development on the existing
landscape.
Upon completion of the photographic simulations, potential impacts were then evaluated.
This technique is critical in visualizing what the proposed development would look like from
each of the identified locations.
3.0 Proposed Views
The atmospheric conditions on the day of the balloon testing were clear and sunny which
produced good quality photographs. During hazy weather conditions or low sunlight the
proposed development would be less visible from the viewpoints.
The following section describes the proposed visual setting as viewed from each of the
selected viewpoints where the development would be visible. Each viewpoint was analyzed
for the impact from the construction of the proposed development by creating before and
after photographic simulations as examples.
•

Viewpoint 1 (Figure 1 (before) Figure 1a (after)) - View as seen from Highland Drive,
near the intersection with Maplewood Road, approximately 200 feet from the edge of
the project site, looking north. As a result of the existing surrounding vegetation and
slope of the area, the proposed residences in the vicinity of this viewpoint are not
expected to be visible. The on-site and off-site vegetation provides an established
buffer between the viewpoint and the site. The proposed residential dwellings will be
of similar scale to the existing residences in this area.

•

Viewpoint 2 (Figure 2 (before)) - View as seen from the intersection of Pine Hill Road
and Smith Clove Road, approximately one and one-third miles from the project site,
looking north. As a result of the existing vegetation adjacent to these roadways, and
given the distance to the site, the proposed development is not expected to be visible
from this location.

•

Viewpoint 3 (Figure 3 (before)) - View as seen from the intersection of Thayer Road
and Sutherland Drive, approximately one-half of a mile from the project site, looking
north/northwest. As a result of the existing surrounding vegetation and residential
development within Valley Forge, the proposed development is not expected to be
visible from this location.
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Viewpoint 4 (Figure 4 (before), Figure 4a (after)) - View as seen from the intersection
of Hamilton Avenue and Washington Drive, approximately one-quarter of a mile from
the project site, looking north. As a result of the existing surrounding vegetation and
residential development within Valley Forge, the proposed development is not
expected to be visible from this location.
•

Viewpoint 5 (Figure 5 (before), Figure 5a (after)) - View as seen from the Hamilton
Avenue and Smith Clove Road, approximately one-quarter of a mile from the project
site, looking north/northwest. As a result of the existing surrounding vegetation and
residential development within Valley Forge, the proposed development is not
expected to be visible from this location.

•

Viewpoint 6 (Figure 6 (before), Figure 6a (after)) - View as seen from along Smith
Clove Road, just south of the project boundary, approximately 500 feet from the
project site, looking northwest. The existing wetlands and wetland buffer provided in
this area would provide screening for the proposed dwellings of the site.
Supplemental vegetation would provide additional screening.

•

Viewpoint 7 (Figure 7 (before), Figure 7a (after)) - View as seen from along Smith
Clove Road, along the eastern boundary of the project area, looking west. The
existing wetlands and wetland buffer provided in this area would provide screening
for the proposed dwellings of the site. As seen in the existing view, the existing
house and barn are only partially visible from this location thru the wetland
vegetation. The steep slopes along the ridgeline are proposed to be left as open
space. The proposed residential dwellings will be of similar scale to the existing
residences in this area.
During leaf-on seasons of the year, the vegetative buffer will provide further
screening.

•

Viewpoint 8 (Figure 8 (before), Figure 8a (after)) - View as seen from along Mineral
Springs Road, adjacent to the northern parcel of the project site, looking southwest.
As a result of the existing vegetation adjacent to this roadway, views to the proposed
development are limited from this location. The vegetation along the west side of
this roadway is part of the project site that is to be preserved as dedicated open
space, thus ensuring the vegetation on this parcel will remain.
Views towards the project development are limited to the small portion of the site that
is visible thru the trees along the roadway.

•

Viewpoint 9 (Figure 9 (before), Figure 9a (after)) - View as seen from along Mineral
Springs Road, adjacent to the northern parcel of the project site, looking southwest.
As a result of the existing vegetation adjacent to this roadway, views to the proposed
development are limited from this location. The vegetation along the west side of
this roadway is part of the project site that is to be preserved as dedicated open
space, thus ensuring the vegetation on this parcel will remain.
Views towards the project development are limited to the small portion of the site that
is visible thru the trees along the roadway.

•

Viewpoint 10 (Figure 10 (before), Figure 10a (after)) - View as seen from along Trout
Brook Road, approximately 200 feet from the project site, looking south towards the
project development. Only the dwelling units in the vicinity of this viewpoint will be
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visible from this location. The proposed residential dwellings will be of similar scale
to the existing residences in this area, although the proposed dwellings and lots will
not be clear cut, as some of the existing residences. The lots are proposed to
maintain an untouched rear yard that will provide for a vegetative buffer to the
surrounding properties.
During leaf-on seasons of the year, the vegetative buffer will provide further
screening.
•

Viewpoint 11 (Figure 11 (before), Figure 11a (after)) - View as seen from the
intersection of NYS Route 32 and Trout Brook Road, approximately 800 feet from the
project site, looking south/southeast. Only the dwelling units in the vicinity of this
viewpoint are expected to be visible thru the existing vegetation of this location. The
proposed residential dwellings will be of similar scale to the existing residences in
this area, although the proposed dwellings and lot will not be clear cut. The lots are
proposed to maintain an untouched rear yard that will provide for a vegetative buffer
to the surrounding properties.
During leaf-on seasons of the year, this on-site vegetative buffer will provide further
screening.

•

Viewpoint 12 (Figure 12 (before), Figure 12a (after)) - View as seen from along NYS
Route 32, approximately 700 feet from the project site, looking east. Views to the
subject parcel are limited from this area based on the speed and direction of travel of
the vehicles on NYS Route 32. The proposed dwellings along the western portion of
the project development area are proposed to have an untouched rear yard buffer
area. This on-site vegetation will provide screening to the surrounding areas.
The area between this viewpoint and the project site contains the raised roadway of
the NYS Thruway. The vegetation within the Thruway Right-Of-Way is not expected
to be removed, and therefore will provide additional screening to the project
development.

•

Viewpoint 13 (Figure 13 (before)) - View as seen from the Quaker Meetinghouse, at
the intersection of Quaker Road and Evans Drive, approximately one-third of a mile
from the project site, looking northeast. Views to the subject parcel screened by the
vegetation within the Right-Of-Ways for NYS Route 32 and the NYS Thruway. This
vegetation is not expected to be removed, and will provide additional screening
beyond the project buffer.

•

Viewpoint 14 (Figure 14 (before)) - View as seen from the NYS Thruway northbound,
approximately one-quarter of a mile from the project site, looking northeast. Views to
the subject parcel screened by the vegetation within the Right-Of-Way of the NYS
Thruway. This vegetation is not expected to be removed, and will provide additional
screening beyond the project buffer. Given the rate of speed of the travelers on the
NYS Thruway, and the direction of view to the site, the travelers are not expected to
have a long duration view of the project area. The project development to the east of
this ridge is not expected to be visible from this location given the slope of the area.
The proposed dwellings along the western portion of the project development area
are proposed to have an untouched rear yard buffer area. This on-site vegetation
will provide screening to the surrounding areas.

•

Viewpoint 15 (Figure 15 (before)) - View as seen from the NYS Thruway
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southbound, approximately 500 feet from the project site, looking southeast. Views
to the subject parcel screened by the vegetation within the Right-Of-Way of the NYS
Thruway. This vegetation is not expected to be removed, and will provide additional
screening beyond the project buffer. Given the rate of speed of the travelers on the
NYS Thruway, the travelers are not expected to have a long duration view of the
project area. The project development to the east of this ridge is not expected to be
visible from this location given the slope of the area. The proposed dwellings along
the western portion of the project development area are proposed to have an
untouched rear yard buffer area. This on-site vegetation will provide screening to the
surrounding areas.
•

Viewpoint 16 (Figure 16 (before)) - View as seen from the intersection of NYS Route
32 and Ridge Road, approximately one mile from the project site, looking northeast.
Views to the subject parcel screened by the vegetation within the Right-Of-Way of
NYS Route 32. This vegetation is not expected to be removed, and will provide
additional screening beyond the project buffer. Given the distance to the project site,
the
site
is
not
expected
to
be
visible.

4.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Based on the Visual Impact Analysis, views of the proposed residential development from
the surrounding areas are limited to the immediate vicinity of the project area. Given the
amount of other residential activity in the area, with similar scale and appearance of the
proposed development, the project is not expected to have a negative visual impact. As
required in the Ridge Preservation guidelines of the Town of Woodbury Zoning Code,
Section §310-13, the proposed development will consider the building design, the use of
lower elevations on a lot, the use of earth-tone colors, the blending of the structures with the
topography, and the use of deciduous and evergreen trees to supplement the existing
vegetative buffers. As such, the colors of the project should remain muted earth tones
(beige, tan, off-white).
Potential impacts associated with development of the site are associated with a change in
the undeveloped wooded area to a portion of the property being developed with residential
dwelling units. Development activities will include grading, providing access roads and the
building construction of the proposed dwelling and community center. Approximately 360
acres of the project site are to remain undeveloped, untouched as buffers and open space
and the existing views into portions of the site will remain the same, See Map 10.0,
Preferred Development Plan. With the inclusion of central sewer and water supply, in
addition to the clustering of lots, will provide the site with vegetative buffers, see Figure 22
for the typical lot layouts of a conventional lot versus a clustered lot.
Supplemental vegetation plantings will be included as a mitigation measure to reduce the
visual impacts of the project. Low branched deciduous and coniferous trees shall be used in
the buffer areas where supplementary vegetation is required for further screening. Tree or
shrub species subject to disease or insect damage (eastern hemlock) or favored as a food
item by white-tailed deer (white cedar, azaleas and yews) will be avoided in the planting
plans within the site and homeowners will be discouraged from using these species.
Tree species that will be considered for the planting plan are as follows:
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Figure 6:
Existing view looking towards the site, as seen from Viewpoint 1, from along Maplewood Drive.
View looking north.

Figure 7:
Existing view looking towards the site, as seen from Viewpoint 2, from the intersection of Smith Clove Road and Pine Hill Road.
View looking north.
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Figure 8:
Existing view looking towards the site, as seen from Viewpoint 3, at the intersection of Sutherland Drive and Thayer Road. View looking
north/northwest.

Figure 8a:
Existing view looking towards the site, as seen from Viewpoint 3, at the intersection of Sutherland Drive and Thayer Road. View looking
north/northwest.
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Figure 9:
Existing view looking towards the site, as seen from Viewpoint 4, the of Hamilton Street and Washington Drive.
View looking north/northwest.

Figure 9a:
Proposed view of the site with the proposed development superimposed onto the view from Viewpoint 4.
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Figure 10:
Existing view looking towards the site, as seen from Viewpoint x, at the intersection of Hamilton Street and Smith Clove Road. View
looking northwest.

Figure 10a:
Proposed view of the site with the proposed development superimposed onto the view from Viewpoint 5.
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Figure 11:
Existing view looking towards the site, as seen from Viewpoint 6, along Smith Clove Road.
View looking northwest.

Figure 11a:
Proposed view of the site with the proposed development superimposed onto the view from Viewpoint 6.
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Figure 12:
Existing view looking towards the site, as seen from Viewpoint 7, along Smith Clove Road.
View looking west.

Figure 12a:
Proposed view of the site with the proposed development superimposed onto the view from Viewpoint 7.
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Figure 13:
Existing view looking towards the site, as seen from Viewpoint 8, along Mineral Springs Road.
View looking southwest.

Figure 13a:
Proposed view of the site with the proposed development superimposed onto the view from Viewpoint 8.
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Figure 14:
Existing view looking towards the site, as seen from Viewpoint 9, along Mineral Springs Road.
View looking southwest.

Figure 14a:
Proposed view of the site with the proposed development superimposed onto the view from Viewpoint 9.
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Figure 15:
Existing view looking towards the site, as seen from Viewpoint 10, along Trout Brook Road.
View looking south.

Figure 15a:
Proposed view of the site with the proposed development superimposed onto the view from Viewpoint 10.
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Figure 16:
Existing view looking towards the site, as seen from Viewpoint 11, the intersection of Trout Brook Route and NYS Route 32.
View looking south/southeast.

Figure 16a:
Proposed view of the site with the proposed development superimposed onto the view from Viewpoint 11.
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Figure 17:
Existing view looking towards the site, as seen from Viewpoint 12, along NYS Route 32.
View looking east.

Figure 17a;
Proposed view of the site with the proposed development superimposed onto the view from Viewpoint 12
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Figure 18:
Existing view looking towards the site, as seen from Viewpoint 13, the Quaker Meeting House..
View looking northeast. The proposed development is not expected to be visible from this location.

Figure 19:
Existing view looking towards the site, as seen from Viewpoint 14, along the NYS Thruway northbound.
View looking northeast.
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Figure 20:
Existing view looking towards the site, as seen from Viewpoint 15, along the NYS Thruway Southbound.
View looking southeast.

Figure 20a:
Proposed view of the site with the proposed development superimposed onto the view from Viewpoint 15.
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Figure 21:
Existing view looking towards the site, as seen from Viewpoint 16, the intersection of NYS Route 32 and Ridge Road.
View looking northeast. Proposed development is not expected to be visible from this location.
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Legacy Ridge at Highland Mills: Town of Woodbury
Visual Analysis

Flowering Dogwood
Pin Oak
Red Maple
Tulip Poplar
Scarlet Oak
American Sycamore

White Oak
American Linden
Paper Birch
Shadblow Serviceberry
Red Oak
Eastern Redbud

May 26, 2006

Sweet Gum
Sugar Maple
Eastern White Pine
White Spruce
Black Cherry
Sassafras

Shrub species that will be considered for the planting plan are as follows:
Red-osier Dogwood
Inkberry
Forsythia
American Cranberry Bush
Arrow-wood
Elderberry

Sweet Pepperbush
Mountain Laurel
Juniper
Rugosa Rose
Witch-hazel
Viburnums

Japanese Pieris
Lilac
Burning Bush
Nannyberry
Winterberry

The final plant species list will be determined based on the size and commercial availability
of each species and completed by a Landscape Architect. The plants will be watered as
needed during the first growing season and any plants that appear to be weakened or dead
will be replaced during the first two growing seasons.
Site specific details such as landscaping can further serve to minimize the potential visual
and environmental impacts. At the time this visual analysis was performed, all deciduous
vegetation had lost their foliage. Although the development may be partially visible from
some of the viewpoints during the time of year when no leaf cover is available, foliage will
provide additional screening during leaf-on season.
The actual apparent color and massing of the dwellings can be greatly affected through the
use of building materials and color blending, and by environmental variables, including but
not limited to, atmospheric pressure, temperature, haze, smog, cloud cover, and the
intensity and direction of the light source.
The photographs depicted in this report are only intended to provide a general conception of
what the proposed development may look like with building massing. The buildings shown
in these simulations are meant to represent size and mass of the proposed dwelling units
and are not intended to be representation of the architectural style of the buildings.
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